JTV 873 PTO: JETTER TRUCK VAC

The JTV 873 PTO is a series of PTO truck driven systems that combine vacuum excavation with high pressure jetter capabilities putting this truck in a league of its own.

www.vermeer.com
STANDARD EQUIPMENT:
PTO driven
1,000cfm @ 16hig vacuum pump
Reverse pressure
800gal (3,028.3L) debris tank
300gal (1,136L) water supply
15gpm @ 3,000psi water pump
Quick release hose storage
Storage package (tool box)
Hydraulic rear claw door
Big Red filter housing (0.5 micron) Patented
LED directional board
4” (10.2cm) hose and tooling
Air gap
Pull down ladder

OPTIONAL EQUIPMENT:
6-way hydraulic boom
Wireless remote for boom
Strong arm
400gal (1,515L) water supply

JTV 873 PTO TRUCK WEIGHTS ON FORD F-750:
Truck gvw: 33,000lbs
Max front axle: 12,000lbs
Max rear axle: 21,000lbs
Empty weight: 19,680lbs

JETTER PUMP:
Water Flow: 15gpm
Water Pressure: 3,000psi
Jetter Hose Length: 500' (152m)
Jetter Hose Diameter: 0.5” (1.3 cm)

JETTER PUMP PACKAGE:
Vac-Tron’s PTO truck combined with high pressure jetter capabilities puts this truck in a league of its own.

PTO DRIVEN:
All components are driven from the truck eliminating the extra weight, space, and cost for the pony motor.

CVS FILTRATION HOUSING:
The JTV PTO filtration housing also incorporates a 28" (71.1cm) diameter cyclone, four-way valve for reverse pressure, and the largest silencer in the industry for quiet performance. Patented.